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Walkthrough video for A2.            
                Prices Starting at 

                
                        $1688
                

            

        
        
            Available


            A2

            
                1 Bed
                1 Bath
                    784 Sq FtSquare Feet
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Walkthrough video for B2.            
                Prices Starting at 

                
                        $1962
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            B2

            
                2 Bed
                2 Bath
                    1,128 Sq FtSquare Feet
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Walkthrough video for C1.            
                Prices Starting at 

                
                        $2355
                

            

        
        
            Available


            C1

            
                3 Bed
                2 Bath
                    1,327 Sq FtSquare Feet
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Walkthrough video for A1.            
                Prices Starting at 

                
                        $1665
                

            

        
        
            Only 1 Vacant Unit Left!


            A1

            
                1 Bed
                1 Bath
                    633 Sq FtSquare Feet
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            The Boot Ranch Apartmentsin Palm Harbor, Florida

             
            
                Welcome to The Boot Ranch Apartments, the pinnacle of upscale living in Palm Harbor, Florida! As a resident, you'll enjoy contemporary interior design in our one, two, three, and four bedroom apartments, all providing spacious living spaces with an open-concept layout, perfectly tailored to meet your needs for both relaxation and entertainment. Each of our carefully designed floorplans showcases high-end features and sophisticated finishes, stunning fully-equipped kitchens with sleek stone countertops, walk-in closets offering ample storage space, and a private patio or balcony that provides outdoor relaxation.

At The Boot Ranch Apartments, you'll be immersed in a world of refined amenities designed to elevate your comfort and offer a touch of luxury. Dive into leisure at our resort-style swimming pool, maintain your fitness regimen in our 24-hour fitness center, or engage in friendly competition on our tennis and basketball courts. Our community even offers a dog park, playground, outdoor kitchen, and a convenient car wash station. Inside our welcoming clubhouse, you'll find a billiards room, a coffee and tea bar, and complimentary Wi-Fi throughout the common areas. Reach out today to schedule a personal tour and find your new home at The Boot Ranch Apartments!
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                                        Children's playground with slides and play equipment Click to enlarge.
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                                        Swimming pool with lounge chairs surrounding Click to enlarge.
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                                        Model kitchen with white cabinets Click to enlarge.
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                                        Tennis court at dusk with childrens playground in the background Click to enlarge.
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                                        Outdoor kitchen with grills under a wooden pergola near the pool Click to enlarge.
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                Luxury Apartments in Palm Harbor, FL

                Live in luxury at The Boot Ranch Apartments, where we embrace the sophistication and style that will make you excited to call our community home. Conveniently located in Palm Harbor, with easy access to US Highway 19 and FL-584, you'll discover that your daily commute throughout the area is both swift and convenient. The Boot Ranch Apartments is located within proximity to a variety of shopping, dining, and entertainment options, including The Shoppes at Boot Ranch, Westfield Countryside, Target, Cafe Street Kitchen, Wooden Ladle Ramen & Pho, Shaker and Peel, AMC Woodlands Square Movie Theatre, and Ardea Country Club. Outdoor enthusiasts will appreciate the nearby John Chesnut Sr. Park and Harbor Palms Nature Park! Additionally, our community is in close proximity to numerous educational institutions and employers, such as Forest Lakes Elementary School, Palm Harbor Middle School, Palm Harbor University High School, Countryside High School, Mease Countryside Hospital, and Morgan Stanley. At The Boot Ranch Apartments, we seamlessly combine convenience, comfort, and accessibility to offer you the best in upscale living.

The Boot Ranch Apartments is a pet-friendly community, ensuring that your four-legged companions can also enjoy the comforts of our community. Call our friendly leasing staff today to schedule a tour of your new home!
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                Contact Us

                1350 Seagate Drive

                Palm Harbor, Florida 34685

                (727) 761-9802

                
            

            
                
	
        
    
    
        
            
            
        
    


                Office Hours

                Monday - Friday 9:00am - 6:00pm
Saturday 10:00am - 5:00pm
Sunday Closed


            

        

    




    
        
            
                The Boot Ranch Apartments

                
                    1350 Seagate Drive

                    Palm Harbor, Florida 34685
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	Calculate Your Commute

	Enter a work address to see commute times from The Boot Ranch Apartments.

	
		
			Commute Travel Method
            
			By Car
    
        
        
        
    

			
			By Bike
    
        
    

			
			By Walking
    
        
        
    

			
			By Transit
    
        
    

		

		
			
			Work Address*
            

		

		
        
	

	

	Got it, thanks!
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